
As we stood on the edge of
European Square, near Kievskiy
vokzal, I began to discuss with the
students about the informal eco-
nomies they could see going on
around the station. We then talked
about how power and social net-
works can be “seen” in the spaces
these practices take place in. Just as
we were finished we saw the old
women near the bridge rapidly col-
lect their goods, it took them sec-
onds, and move out of the area at
their fastest pace, just as a police
patrol came into our view. That
moment encapsulated the whole
nature of informal economic prac-
tices in a way that could never the
recreated in the classroom…

Extract from author’s 
research/teaching diary 

Introduction
Russia has some of the highest levels
of informal economic activity in the

northern hemisphere, it is estimated
that the country’s “shadow economy”
is the equivalent of 46 percent of its
official GDP1. According to Standing2

the “informalisation” of work is a
defining feature of globalisation and it
has “become pervasive”. This is espe-
cially true in post-Soviet contexts3.
Research has shown that in the face of
post-Soviet economic and social mar-
ginalisation Russian households have
coping tactics based around informal
economic practices. Furthermore, it
has been demonstrated that these prac-
tices are deeply entwined within the
locations where they operate. For
example, people who steal from their
workplace to sell goods at a local mar-
ket need to operate within networks
with a great deal of trust, which is
developed over time and cannot easily
be replicated in new locations4. At the
same time Moscow is a transforming
city aiming to developing it hi tech,
financial and creative sectors5.
Teaching such contrasting issues, the
informal and hi-tech/creative indus-
tries, within the same module is a theo-
retical challenge but as both entities
inform each other, and therefore pro-
duce the “lived” experience of
Moscow, it is impossible to disengage
them. The role of this paper therefore
is to reflect on the role of street based
learning as a pedagogical approach to
teaching, and grounding, complex
abstract theories. As Katz6 famously

stated, it is impossible to disentangle
the real world from theory, or our
places and roles within it, and it is
argued here that teaching on the street
enables students to understand theory
far better after seeing it play out in the
real world rather than just through dis-
cussion in the lecture room. The paper
thus reports on two post-graduate
courses taught by the author in the
Faculty of Sociology at the Higher
School of Economics in Moscow;
“The Social Geographies of post-
Socialist Societies” and “Enterprise,
Employment and Place”. It looks first
at the background to the development
of the author’s field based teaching
and some of the academic theories
behind them. It then turns to provide
some examples, and reflections, of
teaching in the field in various sites
around Moscow before considering
some of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the approach. The paper con-
cludes by briefly thinking of ways in
which the approach might be devel-
oped further.

Background 
Previously the author worked in a geog-
raphy department that put a high premi-
um on fieldwork courses. For example,
all the human geography students have
to visit Berlin in their second year. As
the majority do not know the language,
a great deal of thought had to be given
to developing projects that did not
require it. For example, regeneration
districts are visited at different times of
the day to see how their economic and
social use changes; in Hack Escher
Markt we could see how it changed
from a regular shopping and cafe/ loca-
tion by day to a nocturnal economy of
drinking, drug dealing, prostitution,
police control and so on, then noted
how the space was controlled.
Observing such activity enables discus-
sions about state/society relations for
example, and how governments deve-
lop policies in an effort to control its
population, such as regulating live
music and limiting the number of peo-
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ple permitted to gather without permis-
sion7. As a result of the trip’s success, a
final year trip to Moscow was deve-
loped. This was immensely challenging
given the need for visas etc but its
intensity ensured it was a very success-
ful and, due to excellent student feed-
back, its leaders were awarded the
Dean’s award for teaching excellence.
The teaching takes place in various
locations around Moscow, from
VDNKh to Moscow City and the town
of Istra in the Moscow region. The trip
to Istra exemplifies the advantages of
teaching this way; on the train, informal
economies were observed in action and
Moscow’s changing urban landscape
was discussed as it passed us by. In the
town itself, the market and new housing
developments were visited and ideas
around economic transition were dis-
cussed at length in the shadow of
Lenin’s statue in the main square (see
Crang8 on ideas of perfomativity).
When taught in the lecture room these
are all very “dry” topics, which can be
hard to engage the students with, but
when they are visibly taking place
around them in the field, their relevance
is brought to life. As one student
observed on their feedback form:

It was so much easier to understand
these debates when you were stand-
ing in the places where they were
happening. You got a sense, then,
for how different Russia is, when
you started comparing it to the UK

There are direct academic benefits to
such teaching, which directly relate to
Kolb’s “learning cycle”9, which has
four stages; “concrete experience”,
“reflective observation”, “abstract
conceptualization” and “active experi-
mentation”. By providing the “abstract
conceptualization” in the lecture room,
and through guided reading, we can

facilitate the other three stages in the
field before completing the circle by
reflecting on the theories and literature
in the following week’s lecture10.

Teaching in the field at Higher
School of Economics
Prior to field teaching two or three ses-
sions are held in a lecture format fol-
lowed by a student led seminar. As the
modules are taken by both Russian and
international students, there has to be a
certain consideration given to making
sure that all the students have the same
theoretical and empirical base. The
vast majority of Russian students have
experience, or at least have family or
friends who do, of informal economic
practices such as corruption in the
health care system. Discussing this
helps the international students’ un-
derstanding of the everyday realities of
Russian life. All of the students have
their own views and experiences of
globalisation and in small groups they
prepare a power point presentation
featuring photographs they have taken,

on issues of globalisation, and resist-
ance to it, in Moscow. This introduces
them at an early stage to the impor-
tance of “the visual” in the module and
how such an approach can help critical
discussions around dominant dis-
course. Drawing on the above dis-
cussed fieldwork trip to Moscow
undertaken by British students the
module then moves into the field.

The Arbats and European
Square 
Few places in Moscow reveal Soviet
planning ideas more than New Arbat
Street with its high buildings, large
housing blocks and murals displaying
socialist ideology. This is where west-
ern firms first moved into Russia, only
to leave soon after as a result of the
chaos in the early 1990s, the develop-
ment of post-Soviet consumer culture
is discussed at length. Even now there
are relatively few western stores here
leading to discussions about how the
state, and business, was able to erect
barriers to entry. For example, copy-
right issues delayed Starbucks’ entry
into the Russian market, and in New
Arbat’s prime locations are many
Russian versions of the American cof-
fee chain. In the underpasses beneath
the street many informal economic
practices can be witnessed from the
selling of almost everything from
pirated DVDs to foodstuffs, both
domestically produced, brought at
markets on the city’s outskirts and then
taken into the centre.  Elderly women
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supplement their low pensions in
freezing weather while Bentleys and
Mercedes line the streets as you exit
the underpass, a juxtaposition that
reveals much about the socio-econo-
mic divisions within post-Soviet soci-
eties. During the early 1990s the street
was also the site of numerous gang-
land battles and the governor of
Magadan region was assassinated here
as he got into his car. Discussing such
events where they took place, within
view of the Kremlin, graphically
demonstrates the chaotic nature of the
early transition period and the lack of
formal control the state had over busi-
ness affairs. The street was also the
city’s main gambling area, but in 2009
casinos were closed and gambling was
only permitted in 4 Russian cities.
Standing outside the former casinos it
can be shown how the state can use
geography as a means of economic
development. We can also see exam-
ples of this through the changing sites
of consumption around metro stations
where the sale of alcohol has been
banned. Overall though the sense of
place on this street is one where the
state has tried to develop a consumer
culture, but one that feels slightly arti-
ficial and “out of place”. This is some-
thing that all of the students pick up
on, especially after visiting the mall
later in the trip.
In contrast, Old Arbat Street managed
to retain something of its bohemian
spirit during the Soviet period keeping
its coloured buildings, theatres and art

sellers. Comparing the two streets
offers the chance to discuss how hard
it is for states and planners to change
the spirit of a location. The street also
has numerous informal activities such
as the selling of animals, performance
artists and people selling second hand
books on improvised market stalls.
The street is also a site of globalisation
with chains such as TGI Fridays,
McDonalds and others, next to their
Russian counterparts. This is a very
revealing example of how “culture sits
in places”11, as it can be shown how
McDonald’s for example caters to the
local market and how Russian chains
reflect and reinterpret global trends.
Such examples of “glocalisation”12

form an important theoretical base at
the start of the module providing a cri-
tique of dominant globalization theo-
ries. At the end of the street is the
imposing Foreign Ministry building,
demonstrating how power is inscribed
into buildings and the panopticon
affect Stalin’s towers have over
Moscow. After approaching the build-
ing’s enormous doors, students can
discuss how their role was/is to
demonstrate the insignificance of the
individual in relation to the state.  Only
by seeing architecture “perform” can

its affective nature be fully under-
stood13. 
Across the river from Arbat Street sits
European Square, where there is a
rather confused attempt to develop a
“European space” complete with
Parisian style metro entrances and the
flags of all the EU states. As this
paper’s opening quote highlights,
there are many informal practices in
evidence around Kievskiy Railway
Station such as the informal selling of
clothes and food, non-registered taxi
drivers, shuttle traders and even peo-
ple rifling through rubbish bins,
amongst many other examples. Such
economic activity is in stark contrast
to that operating inside the “European”
Shopping & Entertainment Center, just
across the street from the station. The
centre is full of western shops and is
heavily securitized with airport style
metal detectors at every entrance and
high profile security within the com-
plex making for a very different ambi-
ence to that found in a North American
mall. This enables discussions on dif-
ferent forms of economic production
and representation, the cultural repre-
sentations of buildings and monu-
ments and the nature of place and
space. It also provides a stark example
of the divisions within economic life
in Russia through scrutiny of the street
sellers compared with the expensive
brands of the Mall’s glitzy interior.
Further into the course a lecture is
given at Moscow’s New Tretyakov
gallery to show how art reveals the his-
torical economic sociology of the
Soviet Union such as the changing
nature of work, state society relations
and the impact of the collapse of the
Soviet Union on everyday life. It also
reveals how the state was portraying
everyday life during events such as the
Ukrainian famine in Holodomor in the
early 1930s, during which, millions of
Ukrainians starved to death due to state
created food shortages. However, at the
same time the state was supporting the
production of many art pieces boasting
of plentiful food production in the
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USSR. Few places convey the different
epochs of Soviet and post-Soviet as
evocatively as the gallery. Teaching
begins with introducing the subjects
and guiding the students into how to
“read” the art and how it is displayed.
This enables in-depth discussions on
visual methodology in the social sci-
ences. Then, in each key room, a brief
introductory talk is given and the stu-
dents are encouraged to explore the art-
work before convening again for a
group discussion. This opens the stu-
dents up to new approaches to looking
at society, as the roles of visual
methodologies are often something
they have not considered before as
“sociology”, as a result they are often
particularly receptive to these new
ideas. Taking the idea14 that art reflects
society15, moving from room to room
the students can very quickly see how
Russian society changed during and
after the revolution and the uncertainty

of the time (see Kandinsky’s paintings
of this era or Malevich’s move from
“Spring. Garden in Bloom” to
“Black”). Then into the 1930s there are
many portrayals of the ideal Soviet
worker, both in the work place and at
leisure, while pictures of Stalin and his
generals catalyse discussion on the
purges that took place throughout
Soviet society. Linking all of these
shows together in this way exposes the
roles of visual methodology and dis-
course analysis; it also reveals various
aspects of state/society relationships. 
The final trip is to the Red October
Chocolate Factory and the Strelka art
and design complex, as this is one of
Moscow’s leading new creative
spaces. After classroom reading of
Florida’s work on creative cities by
visiting the site we can compare in-
depth the area to the “creative class
ideal”16. Rather than a space that
inspires creativity, many students find

the Red October complex an unwel-
coming place with security guards and
barriers, etc (once during a trip by
urban experts from the UK there were
private security guards walking around
with large guns…). For example,
when trying to gain entry into a 3rd
floor exhibition, a security guard on
the first floor shouted at the group.
Furthermore, by looking at the bou-
tiques and cafes it is also possible to
see clearly that the space is aimed at
those with a high disposable income,
this is normally a feature of a much
later stage in the regeneration process.
Therefore, it is clearly not a space
designed to encourage new, young,
artists to work there, which goes
against the creative class approach. As
part of the follow-up classroom dis-
cussions students are asked to briefly
present the creative spaces they enjoy
using, such as cafes with poetry read-
ing. We also visit the Ostozhenka dis-
trict (across the river from Red
October), which is in the world’s top
ten most expensive streets, with one-
bedroom apartments retailing for more
than five million Euros. This demon-
strates the main failing of Moscow’s
“move towards creativity” as the city
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has a lack of affordable housing with-
in the creative economies, it is com-
mon for cheap housing to be found
close to creative spaces allowing for
an influx of people wishing to work in
the area, this is not viable in Moscow.
From such observations the students
are able to develop effective critiques
on both the creative class theory and
how it is manifested in Moscow. Also,
visiting this area enables us to “per-
form” sociology as the region is in
effect a gated community (albeit with-
out gates) as there is a great deal of
surveillance and when we are dis-
cussing in groups security guards
emerge from the buildings to monitor
us17. This enables discussions on how
the region was constructed through the
“persuading” of people to move out of
the area to the city’s suburbs18, leading
onto wider debates on power and
inequality in Moscow19.

What are the benefits of such
teaching?
Before starting this form of teaching
there was concern that for the Russian
students it would be of limited benefit,
as they already knew the locations
well.  However, the feedback has been
overwhelmingly positive and the
majority discuss how, while they have
indeed been to the venues before, they
had not previously looked at them
through an academic lens20. This
enables theoretical discussions on
ontological and epistemological posi-
tionalities and the way in which we
can look at place (see Katz21, for an
excellent discussion on this issue, as

she says we are already “in the field”
in the lecture room). My research
examines the natures of informal prac-
tices in everyday life and how they are
entwined with the locations in which
they take place22. Drawing on the work
of Lefebvre and de Certeau the theory
can, at times, be rather abstract. By
looking at the practices as they take
place it is possible to ground the theo-
ry making it more relevant and appli-
cable to the students23. As the students
themselves, and myself, are part of the
processes that we are studying, for
example consuming globalisation, it
can sometimes be hard to think outside
of our normal frames of reference and
therefore visiting a street we have been
to many times, but now looking for
different processes can be a good way
to achieve this. Especially amongst the
American students, who come from a
wide range of backgrounds working in
the field helps develop new approach-
es, especially in terms of visual
methodology but also discourse analy-
sis and ethnographies.
There are also more practical benefits
as well. As we are regularly moving
between locations the “lecturing” is for
short periods, 5–10 minutes, a time
within which students can easily sustain
concentration24 and after a student led
discussion we then move onto to anoth-
er location. This movement between
different places gives the students time
to reflect on what we have just dis-
cussed and often leads to further ques-
tions. Furthermore, in this setting it is
harder for students to be distracted by
mobile phones, etc, as our close prox-

imity subjects them to subtle peer pres-
sure to contribute. Overall it is possible
to state that a higher percentage of stu-
dents contribute meaningfully to group
discussions than would be expected in
the lecture room. Walking also really
breaks down the student – lecturer rela-
tionship, as there are plenty of opportu-
nities for non-academic discussion
when moving between locations. This
gives the students more confidence to
ask questions and, as they get to know
each other better, they are less reticent
to talk in front of their peers. This
approach also provides students with a
better understanding of what “research”
actually is; too many students do not
understand the process behind writing
articles for journals and many times
when teaching this way students ask
“so this is what you do?” and then we
discuss the links between research and
academic writing.

Problems with the approach
The biggest issue with such teaching is
how to ensure that the theoretical
approaches, and relevant literature, are
conveyed in a manner to the students
that not only furthers their understand-
ing of the places they are in but also of
broader contexts and locations25.
Students have different approaches to
linking theory to practice26, and even
though the field based location enables
greater student engagement than the
classroom it is still not possible to
spend meaningful time on a one-to-
one basis with each student. It is there-
fore important, as indicated above, that
theories are discussed in the lecture
room before the trip as this not only
provides information but enables an
assessment to be made of the students’
needs. When in the field it is vital to
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continually refer back to readings and
to ask questions forcing the students to
make comparisons to other cities, or
practices, only through these stages
can “deep learning” be achieved27.
This ensures as well that the students
don’t see the field trip as “easy class”
or simply a guided tour. This loop is
completed the following week when,
back in the lecture room, class discus-
sions are used to assess the students”
understanding of the key issues and
their ability to apply them elsewhere,
after the field trip28. Care must also be
taken that the discussions are not dom-
inated by myself , as “the expert”, as
while Vygotsky29 discussed the impor-
tance of the “zone of proximal devel-
opment” where the “peer” enables the
learning of the others the whole aim of
field based learning is to help develop
the student’s understanding and
research skills. Therefore, care has to
be taken that the discussions provide
“scaffolding” around, which the stu-
dents can base their own learning30. To
ensure this, a “guided enquiry ap-
proach” is taken where the teacher
stimulates inquiry but the students are
given responsibility to explore the key
issues themselves31. As with any learn-
ing situation some students will be
more engaged than others, and some
will not be willing to contribute at all.
In the field it is easier to engage with
the latter as, between locations, I can
talk to them one to one, or in a very
small group hopefully giving them the
confidence to talk more within the
larger group. At the same time there is
an issue with the “over confident” stu-
dents who appear to wish to dominate
group discussions32.  
The other major problem of undertak-
ing such teaching in Moscow is that of
logistics. The courses run from
November to March and thus we have
to be outside in the snow. If the weath-

er is simply too cold, then one has to
improvise ways for the trip to proceed;
in one instance we all went for a cof-
fee to continue discussions, there and I
was able to split the group in two so
that we could continue the discussions.
Another significant constraint is the
amount of time it takes to get around
Moscow. If the students have part time
employment or other classes on the
same day, it can make it difficult for
them to take part for the entire trip.
Working in a large group in Moscow
city centre can arouse suspicion, espe-
cially during the protests earlier in
2012, but while we have had the police
ask us what we were doing, they have
been satisfied with the explanation and
asked no more questions. Other events
on the street can interfere, for exam-
ple, when an icon was exhibited at
Christ the Saviour Cathedral leading to
closure of the bridge to the Red
October factory, I had to improvise a
class, as there was no time to take an
alternate route. On virtually all occa-
sions the trip has taken longer than
planned but this has caused now prob-
lems as the students enjoy it and often
they have made plans beforehand that
they would all go for dinner afterwards
as a group. While, of course, some stu-
dents do not fully contribute despite
efforts to engage them, it tends to be a
much lower percentage than in a tradi-
tional seminar.  

Overview 
Some might say that teaching in the
field is an easier option than standing
in front of a class and lecturing for 40
minutes, or leading a seminar. How-
ever, it is in fact more time consuming
as a great deal of preparation, thought
and reflection goes into making a suc-
cessful field based lesson. Overall
though it is a very enjoyable way to
teach and it not only contextualises

theory and provides empirical data but
also enables discussions on positional-
ity and methodological approaches.
Similar to Houser’s et al33 observations
on how a student’s assessment grades
are improved by field based study, the
term papers submitted by students who
attend all of the field trips are much
richer than those from people who do
not. When writing they are encouraged
to include in their essays, theoretically
informed reflections on what they
have seen in the field. The timing of
trips is also important; taking the first
early in the module provides many
examples that can be used to demon-
strate key points or to facilitate class
discussions in future lectures and sem-
inars34. The latter trips are spaced out
to allow plenty of time for preparation
before hand and for in-depth reflection
afterwards.  
To develop the approach further it
would be interesting to use interactive
smart phone technology to enable the
students to map what they are looking
at and to find extra detail and to extend
the visual methodologies approach. In
the next academic year students will
be asked to incorporate more material
from “the field”, such as photographs
or reflections, into their coursework.
This works very well with University
of Birmingham students who are asked
to write a reflective diary around a
topic that they explore in Moscow
with footnotes providing an academic
basis. One other avenue to be explored
is involving other people to interact
with the students to discover how dif-
ferent groups, such as working
migrants to Moscow or senior citizens,
use the spaces. This would enable the
students to experience the city through
a different lens and would also help
develop a more inclusive “public soci-
ology’ approach35. 
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